Transfer Credit Evaluation (TES) Updates

Course Decisions by Month - 1,500
(January 2018 through September 2018)

Key Takeaways:
- No gap in service over the summer.
- 68% of course decisions resulted in a direct equivalency to a UMTC course.

In May 2017, we had 811,880 documented course equivalency decisions and 102,631 (12%) were direct equivalencies.

As of September 2018, we have 860,543 documented course equivalency decisions and 143,610 (16%) of them are equivalencies, that is a 40,979 increase in direct equivalencies. The Regents goal for the 3-year U of M transfer student graduation rate is 65% (2015 Cohort rate is 63.75). Documented equivalencies help our transfer students make progress towards their degrees.

Current turnaround time is 6 days. Special shoutout to ECON, BIOL, STAT, ACCT, SCO, FSCN, MATH, SLHS, MKTG, RELS, CHEM and KIN for their quick turnaround time!